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One wheel is better than two
… at least when it comes to trailers!
Let’s face it, there just isn’t a trailer on the
market today that can follow a ROKON. Dual
wheel trailers are cumbersome, heavy and limit
your bike’s “GO-ANYWHERE” capability. Isn’t it
time the legendary 2x2 ATV had a trailer that
was just as capable?
Enter the totally redesigned SINGLE TRACK
TRAILER . This lightweight, nimble and
manuverable trailer has only one wheel and can
take anything you throw at it while carrying up
to 150lbs of gear. The sturdy design can be
dragged through mud, over rocks and logs and
through narrow brush. The integrated skid
plate, 10” side ground clearance and “V” nose
design keeps this impressive trailer from
getting hung up on stumps and jagged rocks. The newly designed interface utilizes ROKON’s new
heavy duty 1 ¼” Receiver Hitch for easy connectability. A high torque industrial strength Universal
Joint allows the trailer to be pulled from virtually every angle. This means that you no longer have
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to settle for taking the easy route when you are towing a trailer, the SINGLE TRACK TRAILER will
follow your bike anywhere! The spacious 20”x36” deck has tie down poins galore so you can strap,
net, or bungee your cargo down and rest assured that it will arrive at your destination safe.
Weather you need a little more space for camping gear or a way to haul that oversized chainsaw,
the ROKON SINGLE TRACK TRAILER will be your bike’s trusty side-kick and follow you anywhere!
Visit www.rokon.com/accessories/single-track-trailer to learn more about this awesome acessory.

ROKON NEWS
DIRECT FINANCING NOW AVAILABLE
For the first time in its history, ROKON INTERNATIONAL will offer customers dealer-direct
financing on any new ROKON. Customers will be able to download our online loan application and
submit their information for financing approval. The process is simple and quick and qualifying
customer applications will be examined and approved within 3 hours. To find out more about our
Financing option, email info@rokon.com or call (603) 335-3200.

GENERATION 8 OWNER’S MANUAL COMING SOON
The ROKON generation 8 Owner’s Manual will be available
online and in print form this month. The REV 8 Manual will be
the most comprehensive ROKON manual to date; upgrades
over previous versions include a huge troubleshooting section
and component removal guide. Updated parts breakdown
images in the illustrated parts guide will assist owners in
ordering replacement parts and accessories. Easy to read
wiring diagrams will help users with electrical diagnostics and
modifications. Check out the Manuals and Resources tab at
www.rokon.com to download the latest version.

SHOT SHOW 2019
Be sure to stop by the ROKON booth at SHOT SHOW 2019
in Las Vegas, NV. You’ll find us at Booth #1229 in the General Hunting and Shooting
section.
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Storing your Bike

Tech Corner

We hate to admit when hunting season is over. We REALLY hate to admit it when we didn’t
bag that elusive buck this year.
When you get back to camp next year you may find you never unpacked that leftover lunch from
your field bag, or emptied that coffee from your thermos, but the worst surprise of all would be
finding a ROKON under the lean-to that wasn’t properly stored for the winter! As you brush the
pine needles off the makeshift canvas cover (your cousin let you borrow for moving that cordwood
a few Septembers ago) you feel something scurrying from beneath. The red squirrel that has called
your bike home this winter crawls out from under the tarp and dashes into the stonewall nearby.
You pull cover off the bike to find acorns, leaves and bits of fabric that look like pieces of your
favorite orange hunting vest scattered across your rear cargo rack. Worse yet your battery is dead.
You use your ROKON’s trusty backup pull-starter to breathe life into the sleeping beast, but
something is wrong: your bike is running rough, it refuses to idle properly and you can’t get the
battery to hold a charge. You slap yourself on the head as you realize that with a bit more forwardthinking, all of these inconveniences could have been avoided.
Many riders keep their bikes running all year long, but some of us need to park our bikes at
camp or store them for long periods of inactivity. There are steps that can be taken to avoid the
situation above and they are much easier than you think!
FUEL – Ethanol quantity in today’s gasoline is horrendous. The stuff breaks down seals, eats
fuel lines and solidifies into a crusty mess that clogs idle and main carburetor jets. Preventing
Ethanol breakdown over periods of inactivity can be accomplished by using a high quality fuel
stabilizer such as Ethanol Shield fuel treatment. This stabilizer prevents corrosion and removes
water from your fuel. It also slows the breakdown of ethanol. In addition to the stabilizer, make
sure your tank is nearly full of fresh gasoline prior to storing your ROKON. A tank that is left half full
or nearly empty will allow for the buildup of moisture that will corrode the inside of steel tanks and
discolor plastic tanks. Moisture will also degrade your fuel and cause atomization problems in the
spring.
BATTERY – Even the best batteries can only handle extreme cold without activity for so
long. Many batteries will gradually become depleted and eventually you will not be able to recharge
them to their full capacity. There are steps you can take to prevent this. First, consider using a
Battery Tender to preserve the life of your battery. These automated devices draw very little
electricity and will ensure that your bike is always ready to start. If your bike is to be kept outside
or in an uninsulated garage or shed, consider removing the battery from the bike and storing it in a
climate controlled environment.
STORAGE LOCATION – While climate controlled basements or garages are ideal storage
locations for your Bike, they aren’t an option for everyone. Sometimes under the back deck or even
just under a tarp is our only option. If your bike is to be stored in this manner you should take steps
to keep the elements at bay as well as the critters. Consider using a fitted Storage Cover for your
bike to prevent sun fading and moisture damage. Keeping mothballs under the cover will help to
keep invasive critters away, just be sure you place them in an open container and avoid direct
contact with your bike’s finish, covers or seats.
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